
TEACHER BIO: 
Jessica Bailey:

This is my 12th year as an 
elementary teacher in 
Oregon. I have degrees in 
teaching & learning, and 
political science. I currently 
teach 6th grade (multiple 
subjects) in Lincoln City. I 
LOVE to teach science and 
math! 

Because of ORSEA:
We were able to share a research project and the knowledge gained from 
it with educators to help them incorporate it into a teaching curriculum so 
students can gain a better understanding of how scientific research is 
done and how it can be utilized in real world management. Students were 
able to receive a presentation on the research project. The research 
project work can be found at:
A video lander study of a nearshore rocky reef

We created learning experiences for our students (and others in the
future) that are memorable, valuable, and useful. We hope to help
them love math and science and use it towards becoming stewards of
their world.

Anchoring Phenomenon
This middle school unit combines a study of Oregon’s amazing rockfish
population with an introduction to statistics, and is guided by the essential
question: How many rockfish can we catch and continue to be able to fish for
them over the long haul to have a sustainable fishery? Many of our students
have experienced the anchoring phenomenon of going fishing, possibly even
to a rocky reef or ocean fishing such as a jetty or on a boat. We invite them
to dig deeper, learning about the life cycles and habitats of rockfish, and
analyzing sets of data gathered by fisheries scientists to determine if the
populations are healthy. As mathematicians, students learn about measures
of center and ways to organize, plot, and graph data. As scientists, students
are tasked with developing (engineering) a system to monitor the human
impacts on this rocky reef ecosystem. Students learn about ODFW’s
monitoring systems, and how fisheries scientists use engineering and math
to protect the fishery populations while balancing the human impact of
commercial and recreational fishing

Teeming with Fish
Sustainable Fisheries   
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This marine research matters because …
People love to go fishing and to catch fish. People need food
and jobs and the fishing industry provides both. Making sure
that fisheries are managed to be sustainable is critically
important. So learning about fish biology, where they live,
and how to figure out how many are out there is what is
needed. This lesson gets students thinking about those things.

Learning Plan 
EQ: How many rockfish can we catch and continue to 
be able to fish for them over the long haul to have a 

sustainable fishery?
ENGAGE: 

● “How do you fish?” Bringing equity & 
student voice to the classroom

● Video lander footage & quickwrite

EXPLORE: “All About Rockfish”
● Species research & jigsaw

EXPLAIN: “Statistics”
● Key vocabulary 
● Rockfish study presentation (guest visit 

with Greg Krutzikowsky)
● Measures of Center
● Graphing Data

ELABORATE: 
● Career Connections
● Town Hall 

EVALUATE: “Monitor & Protect”
● Students suggest a management plan 

to monitor & protect a marine 
ecosystem

RESEARCHER BIO: Greg Krutzikowsky
I’ve worked as an educator, scientist, and fishery manager. I earned a
Bachelor’s degree in Marine Biology at Occidental College. I worked
at the Catalina Island Marine Institute, the Oceanic Society, and the
Pacific Whale Foundation before returning to school to pursue a
Masters Degree at Oregon State University. My Masters work on
bowhead whales in the arctic used satellite monitored radio tags to
track their movements and dive behavior. Since graduating I have
worked as a marine mammal observer, a fisheries research biologist,
the director of a Large Whale Entanglement Response Program. I
currently work at the Oregon Dept. of Fish and Wildlife Marine
Resources Program. In my current position I work in marine science,
fishery management, ocean policy, and public outreach.

Classrooms:
Heidi teaches 6th grade Science and Math with a self-contained 
class of 15 students at Driftwood School in Port Orford, Oregon.
Jessica teaches a self-contained class of 24 at an AVID elementary 
in Lincoln City, where she worked in fully distance learning, hybrid, 
and in-person models of instruction this year. 

TEACHER BIO:
Heidi Wacker:

I’ve taught middle school 
math and science for 5 years 
and recently started teaching 
a self- contained 6th grade 
class. 5 years teaching 
biology at the community 
college level, and 5 years 
teaching environmental 
education for nature centers 
and non-profits.

https://nrimp.dfw.state.or.us/web%20stores/data%20libraries/files/ODFW/ODFW_41863_2_Information%20Report%202019-10%20A%20video%20lander%20study%20of%20a%20nearshore%20rocky%20reef.pdf

